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Abstract
Article comments can provide supplementary opinions and
facts for readers, thereby increase the attraction and engage-
ment of articles. Therefore, automatically commenting is
helpful in improving the activeness of the community, such
as online forums and news websites. Previous work shows
that training an automatic commenting system requires large
parallel corpora. Although part of articles are naturally paired
with the comments on some websites, most articles and com-
ments are unpaired on the Internet. To fully exploit the un-
paired data, we completely remove the need for parallel data
and propose a novel unsupervised approach to train an au-
tomatic article commenting model, relying on nothing but
unpaired articles and comments. Our model is based on a
retrieval-based commenting framework, which uses news to
retrieve comments based on the similarity of their topics.
The topic representation is obtained from a neural variational
topic model, which is trained in an unsupervised manner. We
evaluate our model on a news comment dataset. Experiments
show that our proposed topic-based approach significantly
outperforms previous lexicon-based models. The model also
profits from paired corpora and achieves state-of-the-art per-
formance under semi-supervised scenarios.
Introduction
Making article comments is a fundamental ability for an in-
telligent machine to understand the article and interact with
humans. It provides more challenges because commenting
requires the abilities of comprehending the article, summa-
rizing the main ideas, mining the opinions, and generating
the natural language. Therefore, machine commenting is an
important problem faced in building an intelligent and inter-
active agent. Machine commenting is also useful in improv-
ing the activeness of communities, including online forums
and news websites. Article comments can provide extended
information and external opinions for the readers to have a
more comprehensive understanding of the article. Therefore,
an article with more informative and interesting comments
will attract more attention from readers. Moreover, machine
commenting can kick off the discussion about an article or a
topic, which helps increase user engagement and interaction
between the readers and authors.
∗Contribution during internship at Microsoft Research Asia.
Because of the advantage and importance described
above, more recent studies have focused on building a ma-
chine commenting system with neural models (Qin et al.
2018). One bottleneck of neural machine commenting mod-
els is the requirement of a large parallel dataset. However,
the naturally paired commenting dataset is loosely paired.
Qin et al. (2018) were the first to propose the article com-
menting task and an article-comment dataset. The dataset is
crawled from a news website, and they sample 1,610 article-
comment pairs to annotate the relevance score between arti-
cles and comments. The relevance score ranges from 1 to 5,
and we find that only 6.8% of the pairs have an average score
greater than 4. It indicates that the naturally paired article-
comment dataset contains a lot of loose pairs, which is a po-
tential harm to the supervised models. Besides, most articles
and comments are unpaired on the Internet. For example, a
lot of articles do not have the corresponding comments on
the news websites, and the comments regarding the news
are more likely to appear on social media like Twitter. Since
comments on social media are more various and recent, it is
important to exploit these unpaired data.
Another issue is that there is a semantic gap between ar-
ticles and comments. In machine translation and text sum-
marization, the target output mainly shares the same points
with the source input. However, in article commenting, the
comment does not always tell the same thing as the corre-
sponding article. Table 1 shows an example of an article and
several corresponding comments. The comments do not di-
rectly tell what happened in the news, but talk about the un-
derlying topics (e.g. NBA Christmas Day games, LeBron
James). However, existing methods for machine comment-
ing do not model the topics of articles, which is a potential
harm to the generated comments.
To this end, we propose an unsupervised neural topic
model to address both problems. For the first problem, we
completely remove the need of parallel data and propose a
novel unsupervised approach to train a machine commenting
system, relying on nothing but unpaired articles and com-
ments. For the second issue, we bridge the articles and com-
ments with their topics. Our model is based on a retrieval-
based commenting framework, which uses the news as the
query to retrieve the comments by the similarity of their top-
ics. The topic is represented with a variational topic, which
is trained in an unsupervised manner.
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Title: LeBron James, Lakers to face Warriors on Christmas Day
Body: LeBron James and the Los Angeles Lakers will face the defending champion Golden State Warriors on Christmas
Day, league sources confirmed. James and the Lakers’ game at Golden State will be one of several nationally televised
NBA games on the holiday. Joel Embiid, Ben Simmons and the Philadelphia 76ers will visit Kyrie Irving, Jayson Tatum
and the Boston Celtics, sources confirmed. The Utah Jazz will host the Portland Trail Blazers in another game, ESPN’s
Chris Haynes reports. The New York Knicks will host the Milwaukee Bucks, sources confirmed. And the Oklahoma City
Thunder will visit the Houston Rockets, ESPN’s Tim MacMahon reports. James’ first Christmas Day game as a Laker will
be the day’s marquee matchup. James, who signed a four-year, $153 million contract with the Lakers in July, faced the
Warriors in each of the past four NBA Finals as a member of the Cleveland Cavaliers. The Sixers and Celtics – two teams
that boast some of the top young talent in the NBA – will face off in a rematch of their Eastern Conference semifinals
series, which the Celtics won in five games. The Bucks will play on the holiday for the first time since 1977. It is unclear
whether Knicks All-Star Kristaps Porzingis will be available for the Christmas Day game. He is currently rehabbing a
torn ACL. Porzingis suffered the ACL tear in an early February game against the Bucks. The Lakers-Warriors, Celtics-
Sixers and Knicks-Bucks Christmas Day games were first reported by The New York Times. Information from ESPN’s
Ian Begley was used in this report.
Comment 1: No finals rematch between Cavs and warriors??
Comment 2: Adam Silver is straight up saying, ”It was always LeBron vs Warriors.”
Comment 3: LeBron has missed Christmas Day for 15 years now...
Comment 4: this is so dumb honestly, should’ve been lakers v celtics
Comment 5: whyyyyyy. Warriors vs Rockets would be so much more competitive. Let the Lakers play the Celtics, Sixers
could play Thunder, and Raps vs Spurs instead of Jazz v Blazers. This seems obvious no?
Table 1: An example of an article and five selected comments.
The contributions of this work are as follows:
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to explore
an unsupervised learning approach for machine comment-
ing. We believe our exploration can shed some light on
how to exploit unpaired data for a follow-up study on ma-
chine commenting.
• We propose using the topics to bridge the semantic
gap between the articles and the comments. We intro-
duce a variation topic model to represent the topics, and
match the articles and the comments by the similarity of
their topics. We evaluate our model on a news comment
dataset. Experiments show that our topic-based approach
significantly outperforms previous lexical-based models.
• We explore semi-supervised scenarios, and experimental
results show that our model achieves better performance
than previous supervised models.
Machine Commenting
In this section, we highlight the research challenges of ma-
chine commenting, and provide some solutions to deal with
these challenges.
Challenges
Here, we first introduce the challenges of building a well-
performed machine commenting system.
Mode Collapse Problem The generative model, such as
the popular sequence-to-sequence model, is a direct choice
for supervised machine commenting. One can use the title or
the content of the article as the encoder input, and the com-
ments as the decoder output. However, we find that the mode
collapse problem is severed with the sequence-to-sequence
model. Despite the input articles being various, the outputs
of the model are very similar. The reason mainly comes from
the contradiction between the complex pattern of generating
comments and the limited parallel data. In other natural lan-
guage generation tasks, such as machine translation and text
summarization, the target output of these tasks is strongly
related to the input, and most of the required information is
involved in the input text. However, the comments are often
weakly related to the input articles, and part of the infor-
mation in the comments is external. Therefore, it requires
much more paired data for the supervised model to alleviate
the mode collapse problem.
Falsely Negative Samples One article can have multiple
correct comments, and these comments can be very seman-
tically different from each other. However, in the training
set, there is only a part of the correct comments, so the other
correct comments will be falsely regarded as the negative
samples by the supervised model. Therefore, many interest-
ing and informative comments will be discouraged or ne-
glected, because they are not paired with the articles in the
training set.
Semantic Gap There is a semantic gap between articles
and comments. In machine translation and text summariza-
tion, the target output mainly shares the same points with
the source input. However, in article commenting, the com-
ments often have some external information, or even tell an
opposite opinion from the articles. Therefore, it is difficult
to automatically mine the relationship between articles and
comments.
Solutions
Facing the above challenges, we provide three solutions to
the problems.
RetrievalModel Given a large set of candidate comments,
the retrieval model can select some comments by match-
ing articles with comments. Compared with the generative
model, the retrieval model can achieve more promising per-
formance. First, the retrieval model is less likely to suf-
fer from the mode collapse problem. Second, the generated
comments are more predictable and controllable (by chang-
ing the candidate set). Third, the retrieval model can be com-
bined with the generative model to produce new comments
(by adding the outputs of generative models to the candidate
set).
Unsupervised Learning The unsupervised learning
method is also important for machine commenting to alle-
viate the problems descried above. Unsupervised learning
allows the model to exploit more data, which helps the
model to learn more complex patterns of commenting and
improves the generalization of the model. Many comments
provide some unique opinions, but they do not have paired
articles. For example, many interesting comments on social
media (e.g. Twitter) are about recent news, but require
redundant work to match these comments with the corre-
sponding news articles. With the help of the unsupervised
learning method, the model can also learn to generate
these interesting comments. Additionally, the unsupervised
learning method does not require negative samples in the
training stage, so that it can alleviate the negative sampling
bias.
Modeling Topic Although there is semantic gap between
the articles and the comments, we find that most articles and
comments share the same topics. Therefore, it is possible to
bridge the semantic gap by modeling the topics of both arti-
cles and comments. It is also similar to how humans generate
comments. Humans do not need to go through the whole ar-
ticle but are capable of making a comment after capturing
the general topics.
Proposed Approach
We now introduce our proposed approach as an implemen-
tation of the solutions above. We first give the definition
and the denotation of the problem. Then, we introduce the
retrieval-based commenting framework. After that, a neu-
ral variational topic model is introduced to model the topics
of the comments and the articles. Finally, semi-supervised
training is used to combine the advantage of both supervised
and unsupervised learning.
Retrieval-based Commenting
Given an article, the retrieval-based method aims to retrieve
a comment from a large pool of candidate comments. The
article consists of a title t and a body b. The comment
pool is formed from a large scale of candidate comments
[c1, c2, · · · , cN ], where N is the number of the unique com-
ments in the pool. In this work, we have 4.5 million human
comments in the candidate set, and the comments are vari-
ous, covering different topics from pets to sports.
The retrieval-based model should score the matching be-
tween the upcoming article and each comments, and return
the comments which is matched with the articles the most.
Therefore, there are two main challenges in retrieval-based
commenting. One is how to evaluate the matching of the ar-
ticles and comments. The other is how to efficiently compute
the matching scores because the number of comments in the
pool is large.
To address both problems, we select the “dot-product” op-
eration to compute matching scores. More specifically, the
model first computes the representations of the article ha
and the comments hc. Then the score between article a and
comment c is computed with the “dot-product” operation:
s(a, c) = hTahc (1)
The dot-product scoring method has proven a successful
in a matching model (Henderson et al. 2017). The problem
of finding datapoints with the largest dot-product values is
called Maximum Inner Product Search (MIPS), and there
are lots of solutions to improve the efficiency of solving
this problem. Therefore, even when the number of candi-
date comments is very large, the model can still find com-
ments with the highest efficiency. However, the study of
the MIPS is out of the discussion in this work. We refer
the readers to relevant articles for more details about the
MIPS (Shrivastava and Li 2014; Auvolat and Vincent 2015;
Shen et al. 2015; Guo et al. 2016). Another advantage of the
dot-product scoring method is that it does not require any
extra parameters, so it is more suitable as a part of the unsu-
pervised model.
Neural Variational Topic Model
We obtain the representations of articles ha and comments
hc with a neural variational topic model. The neural varia-
tional topic model is based on the variational autoencoder
framework, so it can be trained in an unsupervised man-
ner. The model encodes the source text into a representation,
from which it reconstructs the text.
We concatenate the title and the body to represent the
article. In our model, the representations of the article and
the comment are obtained in the same way. For simplicity,
we denote both the article and the comment as “document”.
Since the articles are often very long (more than 200 words),
we represent the documents into bag-of-words, for saving
both the time and memory cost. We denote the bag-of-words
representation as X ∈ R|V |, where xi ∈ R|V | is the one-
hot representation of the word at ith position, and |V | is the
number of words in the vocabulary. The encoder q(h|X)
compresses the bag-of-words representations X into topic
representations h ∈ RK :
z = tanh (W1X + b1) (2)
q(h|X) = tanh (W2z + b2) (3)
whereW1,W2, b1, and b2 are the trainable parameters. Then
the decoder p(X|h) reconstructs the documents by indepen-
dently generating each words in the bag-of-words:
p(X|h) =
N∏
i=1
p(xi|h) (4)
p(xi|h) = softmax(hTMxi) (5)
where N is the number of words in the bag-of-words, and
M ∈ RK×|V | is a trainable matrix to map the topic repre-
sentation into the word distribution.
In order to model the topic information, we use a Dirich-
let prior rather than the standard Gaussian prior. However, it
is difficult to develop an effective reparameterization func-
tion for the Dirichlet prior to train VAE. Therefore, follow-
ing (Srivastava and Sutton 2017), we use the Laplace ap-
proximation (Hennig et al. 2012) to Dirichlet prior p(h) =
LN (h|µ0,σ0):
µ0i = logαi − 1
K
K∑
j=1
logαj (6)
σ0i =
1
αi
(1− 2
K
) +
1
K2
K∑
j=1
1
αj
(7)
where LN denotes the logistic normal distribution, K is the
number of topics, and α is a parameter vector. Then, the
variational lower bound is written as:
L =− 1
2
(
σTσ−10 + (µ0 − µ)T diag(σ−10 )(µ0 − µ)
−K + log |σ||σ0|
)
+
N∑
i=1
log p(xi|θ)
(8)
where the first term is the KL-divergence loss and the second
term is the reconstruction loss. The mean µ and the variance
σ are computed as follows:
µ =W3h+ b3 (9)
σ =W4h+ b4 (10)
We use the µ and σ to generate the samples θ = µ+ σ1/2
by sampling  ∼ N (0,1), from which we reconstruct the
inputX .
At the training stage, we train the neural variational topic
model with the Eq. 8. At the testing stage, we use q(h|X) to
compute the topic representations of the article ha and the
comment hc.
Training
In addition to the unsupervised training, we explore a semi-
supervised training framework to combine the proposed un-
supervised model and the supervised model. In this scenario
we have a paired dataset that contains article-comment par-
allel contents (s, c) ∈ L, and an unpaired dataset that con-
tains the documents (articles or comments) d ∈ U. The
supervised model is trained on L so that we can learn the
matching or mapping between articles and comments. By
sharing the encoder of the supervised model and the unsu-
pervised model, we can jointly train both the models with a
joint objective function:
L = Lunsuper + λLsuper (11)
where Lunsuper is the loss function of the unsupervised
learning (Eq. refloss), Lsuper is the loss function of the su-
pervised learning (e.g. the cross-entropy loss of Seq2Seq
model), and λ is a hyper-parameter to balance two parts of
the loss function. Hence, the model is trained on both un-
paired data U, and paired data L.
Experiments
Datasets
We select a large-scale Chinese dataset (Qin et al. 2018)
with millions of real comments and a human-annotated test
set to evaluate our model. The dataset is collected from
Tencent News1, which is one of the most popular Chinese
websites for news and opinion articles. The dataset con-
sists of 198,112 news articles. Each piece of news con-
tains a title, the content of the article, and a list of the
users’ comments. Following the previous work (Qin et al.
2018), we tokenize all text with the popular python pack-
age Jieba2, and filter out short articles with less than 30
words in content and those with less than 20 comments.
The dataset is split into training/validation/test sets, and
they contain 191,502/5,000/1,610 pieces of news, respec-
tively. The whole dataset has a vocabulary size of 1,858,452.
The average lengths of the article titles and content are 15
and 554 Chinese words. The average comment length is 17
words.
Implementation Details
The hidden size of the model is 512, and the batch size is
64. The number of topics K is 100. The weight λ in Eq. 11
is 1.0 under the semi-supervised setting. We prune the vo-
cabulary, and only leave 30,000 most frequent words in the
vocabulary. We train the model for 20 epochs with the Adam
optimizing algorithms (Kingma and Ba 2014). In order to
alleviate the KL vanishing problem, we set the initial learn-
ing to 5−5, and use batch normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy
2015) in each layer. We also gradually increase the KL term
from 0 to 1 after each epoch.
Baselines
We compare our model with several unsupervised models
and supervised models.
Unsupervised baseline models are as follows:
• TF-IDF (Lexical, Non-Neural) is an important unsu-
pervised baseline. We use the concatenation of the title
and the body as the query to retrieve the candidate com-
ment set by means of the similarity of the tf-idf value.
The model is trained on unpaired articles and comments,
which is the same as our proposed model.
• LDA (Topic, Non-Neural) is a popular unsupervised
topic model, which discovers the abstract ”topics” that oc-
cur in a collection of documents. We train the LDA with
the articles and comments in the training set. The model
retrieves the comments by the similarity of the topic rep-
resentations.
• NVDM (Lexical, Neural) is a VAE-based approach for
document modeling (Miao, Yu, and Blunsom 2016). We
compare our model with this baseline to demonstrate the
effect of modeling topic.
The supervised baseline models are:
1news.qq.com
2https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
Model Paired Unpaired Recall@1 Recall@5 Recall@10 MR MRR
Unsupervised
TF-IDF - 4.8M 3.41 7.51 10.62 19.06 0.0095
NVDM - 4.8M 12.73 53.16 74.47 7.62 0.3053
LDA - 4.8M 17.14 56.39 74.65 7.69 0.3512
Proposed - 4.8M 22.48 67.45 86.15 5.35 0.4186
Supervised
S2S1 50K - 7.20 40.43 67.14 9.39 0.2335
S2S2 4.8M - 10.68 47.39 72.60 8.34 0.2787
IR1 50K - 35.34 79.01 92.92 3.95 0.5384
IR2 4.8M - 45.83 88.19 94.02 3.57 0.6375
Semi-supervised
Proposed+S2S1 50K 4.8M 11.73 50.31 75.46 7.86 0.2930
Proposed+S2S2 4.8M 4.8M 14.61 52.76 77.22 6.32 0.3175
Proposed+IR1 50K 4.8M 43.85 84.96 93.29 3.45 0.6102
Proposed+IR2 4.8M 4.8M 53.91 86.77 94.66 3.02 0.6822
Table 2: The performance of the unsupervised models and supervised models under the retrieval evaluation settings. (Recall@k,
MRR: higher is better; MR: lower is better.)
Model Paired Unpaired METEOR ROUGE CIDEr BLEU
Unsupervised
TF-IDF - 4.8M 0.005 0.124 0.016 0.197
NVDM - 4.8M 0.101 0.155 0.018 0.250
LDA - 4.8M 0.085 0.148 0.017 0.248
Proposed - 4.8M 0.110 0.162 0.022 0.261
Supervised
S2S1 50K - 0.029 0.093 0.001 0.078
S2S2 4.8M - 0.031 0.099 0.004 0.104
IR1 50K - 0.113 0.162 0.021 0.261
IR2 4.8M - 0.115 0.167 0.032 0.283
Semi-supervised
Proposed+S2S1 50K 4.8M 0.041 0.104 0.002 0.100
Proposed+S2S2 4.8M 4.8M 0.049 0.109 0.005 0.112
Proposed+IR1 50K 4.8M 0.122 0.176 0.030 0.275
Proposed+IR2 4.8M 4.8M 0.130 0.187 0.041 0.294
Table 3: The performance of the unsupervised models and supervised models under the generative evaluation settings. (ME-
TEOR, ROUGE, CIDEr, BLEU: higher is better.)
• S2S (Generative) (Sutskever, Vinyals, and Le 2014) is
a supervised generative model based on the sequence-
to-sequence network with the attention mechanism (Bah-
danau, Cho, and Bengio 2014). The model uses the titles
and the bodies of the articles as the encoder input, and
generates the comments with the decoder.
• IR (Retrieval) (Qin et al. 2018) is a supervised retrieval-
based model, which trains a convolutional neural net-
work (CNN) to take the articles and a comment as inputs,
and output the relevance score. The positive instances for
training are the pairs in the training set, and the negative
instances are randomly sampled using the negative sam-
pling technique (Mikolov et al. 2013).
Retrieval Evaluation
For text generation, automatically evaluate the quality of the
generated text is an open problem. In particular, the com-
ment of a piece of news can be various, so it is intractable to
find out all the possible references to be compared with the
model outputs.
Inspired by the evaluation methods of dialogue models,
we formulate the evaluation as a ranking problem. Given a
piece of news and a set of candidate comments, the comment
model should return the rank of the candidate comments.
The candidate comment set consists of the following parts:
Correct: The ground-truth comments of the correspond-
ing news provided by the human.
Plausible: The 50 most similar comments to the news.
We use the news as the query to retrieve the comments that
appear in the training set based on the cosine similarity of
their tf-idf values. We select the top 50 comments that are
not the correct comments as the plausible comments.
Popular: The 50 most popular comments from the
dataset. We count the frequency of each comments in the
training set, and select the 50 most frequent comments
to form the popular comment set. The popular comments
are the general and meaningless comments, such as “Yes”,
“Great”, “That’s right’, and “Make Sense”. These comments
are dull and do not carry any information, so they are re-
garded as incorrect comments.
Random: After selecting the correct, plausible, and pop-
ular comments, we fill the candidate set with randomly se-
lected comments from the training set so that there are 200
unique comments in the candidate set.
Following previous work, we measure the rank in terms
of the following metrics:
Recall@k: The proportion of human comments found in
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Figure 1: The performance of the supervised model and the
semi-supervised model trained on different paired data size.
the top-k recommendations.
Mean Rank (MR): The mean rank of the human com-
ments.
Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR): The mean reciprocal
rank of the human comments.
The evaluation protocol is compatible with both retrieval
models and generative models. The retrieval model can di-
rectly rank the comments by assigning a score for each com-
ment, while the generative model can rank the candidates by
the model’s log-likelihood score.
Results Table 2 shows the performance of our models and
the baselines in retrieval evaluation. We first compare our
proposed model with other popular unsupervised methods,
including TF-IDF, LDA, and NVDM. TF-IDF retrieves the
comments by similarity of words rather than the seman-
tic meaning, so it achieves low scores on all the retrieval
metrics. The neural variational document model is based
on the neural VAE framework. It can capture the semantic
information, so it has better performance than the TF-IDF
model. LDA models the topic information, and captures the
deeper relationship between the article and comments, so it
achieves improvement in all relevance metrics. Finally, our
proposed model outperforms all these unsupervised meth-
ods, mainly because the proposed model learns both the se-
mantics and the topic information.
We also evaluate two popular supervised models, i.e.
seq2seq and IR. Since the articles are very long, we find
either RNN-based or CNN-based encoders cannot hold all
the words in the articles, so it requires limiting the length of
the input articles. Therefore, we use an MLP-based encoder,
which is the same as our model, to encode the full length
of articles. In our preliminary experiments, the MLP-based
encoder with full length articles achieves better scores than
the RNN/CNN-based encoder with limited length articles.
It shows that the seq2seq model gets low scores on all rele-
vant metrics, mainly because of the mode collapse problem
as described in Section Challenges. Unlike seq2seq, IR is
based on a retrieval framework, so it achieves much better
performance.
Correct Plausible Popular Random
(a) TF-IDF
Correct Plausible Popular Random
(b) S2S
Correct Plausible Popular Random
(c) IR
Correct Plausible Popular Random
(d) Proposed+IR
Figure 2: Error types of comments generated by different
models.
Generative Evaluation
Following previous work (Qin et al. 2018), we evaluate
the models under the generative evaluation setting. The
retrieval-based models generate the comments by select-
ing a comment from the candidate set. The candidate set
contains the comments in the training set. Unlike the re-
trieval evaluation, the reference comments may not appear
in the candidate set, which is closer to real-world settings.
Generative-based models directly generate comments with-
out a candidate set. We compare the generated comments
of either the retrieval-based models or the generative mod-
els with the five reference comments. We select four pop-
ular metrics in text generation to compare the model out-
puts with the references: BLEU (Papineni et al. 2002), ME-
TEOR (Banerjee and Lavie 2005), ROUGE (Lin and Hovy
2003), CIDEr (Vedantam, Zitnick, and Parikh 2015).
Result Table 3 shows the performance for our models and
the baselines in generative evaluation. Similar to the retrieval
evaluation, our proposed model outperforms the other unsu-
pervised methods, which are TF-IDF, NVDM, and LDA, in
generative evaluation. Still, the supervised IR achieves bet-
ter scores than the seq2seq model. With the help of our pro-
posed model, both IR and S2S achieve an improvement un-
der the semi-supervised scenarios.
Analysis and Discussion
We analyze the performance of the proposed method un-
der the semi-supervised setting. We train the supervised IR
model with different numbers of paired data. Figure 1 shows
the curve (blue) of the recall1 score. As expected, the per-
formance grows as the paired dataset becomes larger. We
further combine the supervised IR with our unsupervised
model, which is trained with full unpaired data (4.8M) and
different number of paired data (from 50K to 4.8M). It
shows that IR+Proposed can outperform the supervised IR
model given the same paired dataset. It concludes that the
proposed model can exploit the unpaired data to further im-
prove the performance of the supervised model.
Although our proposed model can achieve better perfor-
mance than previous models, there are still remaining two
questions: why our model can outperform them, and how to
further improve the performance. To address these queries,
we perform error analysis to analyze the error types of our
model and the baseline models. We select TF-IDF, S2S, and
IR as the representative baseline models. We provide 200
unique comments as the candidate sets, which consists of
four types of comments as described in the above retrieval
evaluation setting: Correct, Plausible, Popular, and Random.
We rank the candidate comment set with four models (TF-
IDF, S2S, IR, and Proposed+IR), and record the types of
top-1 comments.
Figure 2 shows the percentage of different types of top-1
comments generated by each model. It shows that TF-IDF
prefers to rank the plausible comments as the top-1 com-
ments, mainly because it matches articles with the comments
based on the similarity of the lexicon. Therefore, the plau-
sible comments, which are more similar in the lexicon, are
more likely to achieve higher scores than the correct com-
ments. It also shows that the S2S model is more likely to
rank popular comments as the top-1 comments. The reason
is the S2S model suffers from the mode collapse problem
and data sparsity, so it prefers short and general comments
like “Great” or “That’s right”, which appear frequently in
the training set. The correct comments often contain new in-
formation and different language models from the training
set, so they do not obtain a high score from S2S.
IR achieves better performance than TF-IDF and S2S.
However, it still suffers from the discrimination between the
plausible comments and correct comments. This is mainly
because IR does not explicitly model the underlying topics.
Therefore, the correct comments which are more relevant
in topic with the articles get lower scores than the plausi-
ble comments which are more literally relevant with the ar-
ticles. With the help of our proposed model, proposed+IR
achieves the best performance, and achieves a better accu-
racy to discriminate the plausible comments and the correct
comments. Our proposed model incorporates the topic infor-
mation, so the correct comments which are more similar to
the articles in topic obtain higher scores than the other types
of comments. According to the analysis of the error types of
our model, we still need to focus on avoiding predicting the
plausible comments.
Related Work
Article Comment
There are few studies regarding machine commenting. Qin
et al. (2018) is the first to propose the article commenting
task and a dataset, which is used to evaluate our model in this
work. More studies about the comments aim to automati-
cally evaluate the quality of the comments. Park et al. (2016)
propose a system called CommentIQ, which assist the com-
ment moderators in identifying high quality comments.
Napoles et al. (2017) propose to discriminating engaging, re-
spectful, and informative conversations. They present a Ya-
hoo news comment threads dataset and annotation scheme
for the new task of identifying “good” online conversations.
More recently, Kolhaatkar and Taboada (2017) propose a
model to classify the comments into constructive comments
and non-constructive comments. In this work, we are also
inspired by the recent related work of natural language gen-
eration models(Ma et al. 2018; Xu et al. 2018).
Topic Model and Variational Auto-Encoder
Topic models (Blei 2012) are among the most widely used
models for learning unsupervised representations of text.
One of the most popular approaches for modeling the top-
ics of the documents is the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei,
Ng, and Jordan 2003), which assumes a discrete mixture dis-
tribution over topics is sampled from a Dirichlet prior shared
by all documents. In order to explore the space of differ-
ent modeling assumptions, some black-box inference meth-
ods (Mnih and Gregor 2014; Ranganath, Gerrish, and Blei
2014) are proposed and applied to the topic models.
Kingma and Welling (2013) propose the Variational Auto-
Encoder (VAE) where the generative model and the varia-
tional posterior are based on neural networks. VAE has re-
cently been applied to modeling the representation and the
topic of the documents. Miao et al. (2016) model the repre-
sentation of the document with a VAE-based approach called
the Neural Variational Document Model (NVDM). How-
ever, the representation of NVDM is a vector generated from
a Gaussian distribution, so it is not very interpretable unlike
the multinomial mixture in the standard LDA model. To ad-
dress this issue, Srivastava and Sutton (2017) propose the
NVLDA model that replaces the Gaussian prior with the Lo-
gistic Normal distribution to approximate the Dirichlet prior
and bring the document vector into the multinomial space.
More recently, Nallapati et al. (2017) present a variational
auto-encoder approach which models the posterior over the
topic assignments to sentences using an RNN.
Conclusion
We explore a novel way to train a machine commenting
model in an unsupervised manner. According to the prop-
erties of the task, we propose using the topics to bridge the
semantic gap between articles and comments. We introduce
a variation topic model to represent the topics, and match the
articles and comments by the similarity of their topics. Ex-
periments show that our topic-based approach significantly
outperforms previous lexicon-based models. The model can
also profit from paired corpora and achieves state-of-the-art
performance under semi-supervised scenarios.
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